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 In machine learning, high-dimensional data classification is 
one of the significant challenges. For dimensionality 
reduction, the traditional classifiers enhance the variety of 
classifiers. The conventional method has some restrictions; 
information loss is caused during dimensionality reduction, 
minimizing accuracy. The selection of the sample is 
vulnerable to redundant features and noise. The proposed 
method, Hybrid Dimensionality Reduction Forest (HDRF) with 
Random Forest (RF) ensemble classifier and kappa measure, 
were used to overcome those restrictions. Initially, the Kappa 
measure is used for pruning, and the higher degree is selected 
from the forest. For partitioning the features, a tree-based 
selection method is used. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
is used for feature extraction, noise reduction, and 
dimensionality reduction. The proposed method removes the 
weak classifiers and eliminates redundancy. Also, it reduces 
the unselected structures and the fundamental structures 
into a new system. The evaluation results on 25 high-
dimensional data, the proposed method outperforms with 
Random Forest ensemble classifier methods and provides 
enhanced results obtained on 21 out of 25. 
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1. Introduction  

Classification is one of the significant or topics in supervised learning, which is to train 

a classifier or a collection of classifiers. Different areas such as text classification, 
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medical, image recognition, image and video processing, and ensemble learning are 

applied. For limited training data, high-dimensional data is very complicated data 

mining. Ensemble learning reduces the high dimensional data by using feature 

selection (Lu et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2020). 

Traditional ensemble learning algorithms, on the other hand, have the following 

problems when dealing with high-dimensional data: All of the approaches to classifier 

ensembles, whether they're focused on increasing the variety of classifiers in a 

particular classifier space in a specific sample or feature space, are thought to have a 

positive effect on the diversity of classifiers. The majority of classifier ensemble 

techniques are utilized for high-dimensional situations. Before dimensionality 

reduction, the number of features is somewhat increased to increase the variety of 

classifiers, and most ensemble pruning algorithms have been optimized. 

The random forest can deal with continuous and discrete qualities simultaneously and 

can handle noise better. Furthermore, RF avoids overfitting and is well-suited to 

dealing with complex situations. Even though it is haphazard, although the forest has 

numerous benefits, it also has some drawbacks. The value that is missing and the 

abnormal value. Such is poor categorization with unbalanced data and the inability to 

regulate a specific model operation (Zhang et al., 2021). 

According to the order of the Kappa measure, the base classifier from minor to 

extensive proposed Kappa pruning. To a considerable extent, the base classifiers with 

lower Kappa values. The integrated component was chosen. With the assistance of 

Kappa, after some pruning, we were able to achieve good integration results. 

Furthermore, the swarm intelligence optimization algorithm can prune and choose 

selected high-quality decision trees to participate in integration (Margineantu & 

Dietterich, 1997). 

A random forest ensemble classifier is used for removing the weak classifiers and 

redundant classifiers. Kappa measure is used for pre-pruning along with HDRF. 

Experiment evaluations have been conducted of 25 high-dimensional data; out of 25, 

over 21 datasets have outperformed. The contribution of this paper is as follows: 

➢ Unselected samples are used as secondary information to build varied and 

efficient quality. An ensemble forest pruning approach is employed to examine 
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the impact of the same classifiers on the integrated system based on this 

information. 

➢ We compare our method to other prominent ensemble learning methods on 

numerous high-dimensional datasets to assess its effectiveness at deleting 

redundant classifiers. 

➢ Using the Kappa measure for pre-pruning, the CARTs with poor overall 

performance are excluded, the range of CARTs is reduced, and the computational 

burden of included pruning is lowered. 

The rest of this research article is written as follows: Section 2 consists of a brief study 

of HDRF and Random Forest ensemble pruning with kappa measure and describes the 

working principle of the proposed model. Section 4 evaluates the result and gives the 

comparison of different algorithms. Section 5 provides the conclusion of the research 

work. 

2. Related works 

Using the bootstrap method, every tree is given coaching set with the scale of n. 

Randomly select M options at nodes compare and choose the most compelling 

features. Recursively generate each call tree while not pruning (Sheykhmousa et al., 

2020). Propose a novel transformative classifier gathering technique called stingy 

outfit, which accomplishes a trade-off between accuracy and intricacy. Li et al. (2020) 

propose a recursive troupe learning way to augment the utilization of information in 

profound learning applications. Dong et al. (2015) offer a classifier blend technique 

dependent on signal strength, which joins the yield of different classifiers to help 

dynamic. It uses the assistant data of classifiers in past undertakings to change loads 

of classifiers (Yan et al., 2020). 

It proposes a versatile classifier troupe technique dependent on spatial perception 

for high-dimensional information, which keeps up with the high execution and variety 

of classifiers (Wang et al., 2019). Classifier ensemble methods in the second category 

cognizance on theoretical exploration and analysis of classifier ensemble 

characteristics. Maximum of associated researches awareness on feature selection 
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and sampling. For instance, He & Cao (2012) study to reduce classifier ensemble via 

function choice. Wu (2018) presents a characteristic selection technique based on 

constant-nation multi-goal genetic programming, attaining exquisite performance. By 

using label relevance as a priori,  

Multi-label classification bushes should be examined in MI-woodland to monitor the 

intrinsic characteristics of label correlation (Diao et al., 2013). Build a dynamic 

weighted stock selection approach with more than one element based mainly on the 

XGBoost model (Nag & Pal, 2015). Using Bayesian pruning and Bayesian impartial 

pruning, a two-step ensemble pruning method is used in layout (Wu et al., 2016). 

Because PCA may reduce measurement and remove noise highlights, it compresses 

the unselected weak highlights and the amplified highlights into compact and 

compensatory features. 

The third category primarily applies the classifier ensemble method to diverse 
application areas. For restorative science, Jiang et al. (2016) propose an outfit learning 
strategy, which combines a few topsy-turvy stowing outfit classifiers to classify 
biomedical information. Chen et al. (2009) present a classifier gathering based on 
versatile blended highlight selection and apply it to epileptic seizure classification. Yu 
& Ni (2014) use a classifier outfit strategy to decrease the impact of covariates on 
stride acknowledgment. Alzami et al. (2018) plan skimpy outfit learning for concept 
discovery in the video. Guan et al. (2014) unravel heterogeneous organize issues by 
ensemble learning. It analyses the most recent development and existing problems 
of interruption location technology and proposes a versatile coordinate learning 
model (Tang et al., 2011). Serafino et al. (2018) To increment the differing qualities of 
classifiers and propose an outfit strategy based on the optimized sampling strategy, 
which accomplishes excellent execution. 
In the proposed system, the Hybrid Dimensionality Reduction Forest and Random 
Forest ensemble pruning with kappa measure helps to reduce the high-dimensional 
data and classifies the irrelevant data. The proposed work is more effective, and it 
increases the diversity between the classifiers. 
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3. Proposed HDRF and Random Forest ensemble classifier with Kappa 

Measure 
High-dimensional data classification is the most critical challenge in machine learning. 

Without any loss in the information, the reduction in the high-dimensionality data 

classification is difficult. Therefore, the proposed Hybrid Dimensionality Reduction 

Forest and Random Forest ensemble classifier with Kappa measure reduces the high-

dimensionality data and removes redundant and invalid classifiers. Figure 1 shows the 

overall architecture of the proposed work. 

Figure. 1 shows that the training dataset is used for feature selection, and the pre-

pruning kappa measure is used. After selecting the features, it chooses the feature 

subspace, and then the HDRF-Random Forest ensemble classifier is used. After 

reducing the noise and unwanted classifiers, then build a tree. 

 
Figure (1): Overall Architecture of HDRF-Random Forest with kappa Measure. 

3.1 Hybrid Dimensionality Reduction Forest (HDRF) 

HDRF creates a subspace through a powerful and efficient characteristic choice 

approach called tree-primarily based on distinct selection (Jidong & Ran, 2018). To be 
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more specific, HDRF generates a hundred incredibly random trees using school 

records before calculating the average significance cost of each characteristic. HDRF 

also determines the very last ordinary significance of each element by mixing one 

hundred incredibly random trees using the concept of ensemble learning. Finally, the 

most critical capabilities are chosen. Tree-based entirely characteristic choice rules 

pre-selects capabilities with powerful class ability to alleviate the limits of decision 

tree processing high-dimensional records. 

Fore feature selection rate α is used, and N*A is selected for highest importance in 

the tree-based classifier. 

x=[x*Ase , x*(i-Ase)]                                                                       (1) 

Where Ase is denoted as a feature selection matrix, x is a data point. 

Ase          =  [

𝜑1
1 𝜑2

1 𝜑𝑛
1

𝜑1
2 𝜑2

2 𝜑𝑛
2

𝜑1
𝑛 𝜑2

𝑛 𝜑𝑛
𝑛

]                                                             (2) 

𝜑𝑖
𝑗

= {
1  (𝑖 ∈ {1, … . . , 𝑛}, 𝑗 ∈ {1, … . . , 𝑁}, xi ϵ Xs)

 0  (𝑖 ∈ {1, … . . , 𝑛}, 𝑗 ∈ {1, … . . , 𝑁}, xi ϵ Xu)
                           (3)      

Where Xu is denoted as unselected space and Xs is marked as selected space. 

𝜎(𝑥𝑖
𝑠 , 𝑥𝑗

𝑢) =
∑ (𝑥𝑖𝑑 

𝑠 × 𝑥𝑗𝑑 
𝑢  )𝑛

𝑑−1

√∑ (𝑥𝑖𝑑 
𝑠 )𝑛

𝑑−1
2

 ×√∑ (𝑥𝑗𝑑 
𝑢 )𝑛

𝑑−1
2
                                                   (4) 

Where d ∈ {1,.....,n}, where n is a dimension of the sample, 𝑥𝑖𝑑 
𝑠 , and 𝑥𝑗𝑑 

𝑢  is represented 

as the dth feature of the ith selected sample. 

3.2 Kappa measure  

The Kappa pruning approach selects the subset of the classifiers. The variety is 

measured through κ statistic. Set two classifier H1 and classifier H2, facts set 

containing m examples and l categories, shape a desk wherein cell CEij has x for which 

H1(x)=i and H2(x)=j. 

 

P0=
∑ 𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑗

𝑙
𝑖−1

𝑀
                                                                                   (5) 

Pe=∑ (∑ (
𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑗

𝑀

𝑙
𝑖−1

𝑙
𝑖−1 ). ∑ (

𝐶𝐸𝑖𝑗

𝑀

𝑙
𝑗−1 ))                                                    (6) 
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P0 is the opportunity that the two classifiers agree (that is, just the sum of the 

diagonal factors divided through M), Pe is the opportunity that the two classifiers 

agree with through chance, given the discovered counts withinside the table. 

K(H1, H2H)=
𝑃𝑜−𝑃𝑒

1−𝑃𝑒
                                                                                 (7) 

3.3 HDRF and Random Forest with Kappa Measure 

Random forest integrates all decision trees to get the final result. It reduces the high-

dimensional data and classifies the data correctly. Some low-excellent selection 

bushes will lessen the accuracy of random woodland. A special RF primarily based on 

Kappa pruning and HDRF is proposed to enhance the accuracy of random forest. The 

following steps are random forest steps were shown: 

Pseudocode: 1 Random Forest 

Step 1: For i=1:n Tree 

Step 2: Using the bootstrap method, every tree is given a training set with the 

dimensions of n. randomly pick out Mtry capabilities at nodes, compare and choose 

the first-class capabilities. Recursively create every choice tree without pruning. 

Step 3: End. 

As we all know, the contribution of the various trees within the forest to the 

algorithmic rule is different, and a few harmful trees could amplify the incorrect 

prediction, which can cut back the prediction performance of the forest. Therefore, 

sub-forests obtained by pruning some relatively harmful trees have higher 

performance than total forests. 

Algorithm 1: HDRF and Random Forest with Kappa Measure 

Input: x,y,b,α, training set, testing set 

Output: optimal tress ad its accuracy 

Start 

Step 1: To construct a selection matrix, it adopted a tree-based feature selection 

algorithm in (2). 

Step 2: for i=1..... b 
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Step 3: For each xsid in Xs (for i =1...n): 

Step 4:  For each xujd in Xs (for j =1...u): 

Step 5:  Calculate the similarity σ(xsi,xuj ) as in equation 4 

Step 6: Pre-pruning is calculated by eq 6 

Step7:  classifier is built from the training set  

Step 8: PCA is used for noise reduction 

Step 9: optimal tress are calculated 

Step 10: End 

Thus, algorithm 1 shows the dimensionality reduction using HDRF and Random Forest 

with Kappa measure, classifying the optimal solution. PCA reduces the noises and 

unwanted classifiers.  

4. Implementation Results and Analysis 

The evaluation result of the proposed system reduces the high-dimensionality data, 

and it is evaluated by using 25 high-dimensional datasets from the real world. The 

proposed HDRF and Random Forest with Kappa measure use the following metrics 

for evaluation: accuracy, precision, recall, and pruning rate. 

4.1 Accuracy 

It is used to evaluate the classification of the training dataset and classify the 

dataset correctly. For accuracy calculation, it works with existing classifiers j48, KNN, 

ET, and the proposed classifier RF outperforms better. 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
𝑋100       (8) 
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Figure (2): Accuracy comparison 

Figure 2 shows that the dataset takes 450 attributes the proposed HDRF and 

Random Forest achieves 1.75% accuracy. 

4.2 Effect of pruning rates 

The different pruning rates are evaluated, the x-axis represents the average accuracy 

rate, and the y-axis represents the pruning rate. It increases the pruning rate from 

0.32 to 0.45, and it lost the average accuracy is 0.003 to 0.015. 

Figure 3 shows that the proposed random forest outperforms a better pruning rate. 

 
Figure (3): Effect of pruning rates 
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5. Comparison with Previous Works 

The proposed classifier is compared with previous well know classifiers such as J48, 

KNN, and ET. The comparison terms used are precision and recall. Precision means it 

correctly classifies the dataset and gives the minimized dimensions provided by the 

following equation:  

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
𝑋100       (9) 

Recall means From the total classification data, it selects and classifies the data 

correctly. The following equation is used for evaluation. 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                  (10) 

 
Figure (4): Precision and Recall Values 

From the given figure 4, it is evident that the proposed RF classifier outperforms all 

the other well-known classifiers in the field of study. 

6. Conclusion 

High dimensional data reduction is one of the significant challenges in Machine 

learning. In the existing system, it uses FPP for pruning. The proposed method uses 

HDRF and random forest with Kappa measure to help reduce the high-dimensional 

data. PCA helps to remove the noises and irrelevant classifiers. Kappa measure helps 

in the pre-pruning process and improves the pruning rate. Unselected information is 

taken as auxiliary information and brings new features. The new features are given 

into HDRF and Random Forest for data classification. Random forest ensemble 
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classifier removes the redundant classifier of the system. The ensemble method on 

25 high-dimensional datasets performs 21 datasets effectively. 

In the future, Quadratic Margin Maximization (QMM) will be used for effective 

pruning and improve the dimension reduction performance. SPCA will be used for 

noise reduction. 
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 پـوخـتـە: 
 كانهییكرهسه  هیینگاررهبه  له  كێكهی  رز بهندبهههره   ىیاریداتا و زان  نكردنىێلۆپ  دا،یرێئام  ربوونىێف  له
به تێردرێژمده كه.  ره وهمكردنهئامانجى  پندهههى  هه  كانهییدیقل ته  رهنكهێلۆكان،   ىیرۆجمهئاستى 

 ى ۆهبنهده  كه  كهیوهێشبه  ،هیهه   ندىوبهتۆك  كهیژماره  دىیقل ته   دىۆتی. موهكاتهرز دهبه  كانرهنكهێلۆپ
ئاكامدا ئاستى وردى له  شیهۆیربكان. ههندهههى ئاستى رهوهمكردنهكاتى كهله  ارىیستدانى زاندهله
 وه بوونهدووباره  كانىتههڵ سخه  رى تووشبوونى به گهئه  كه  ىهیو نموونه ئه  بژاردنىڵ. ههوهكاتهم دهكه

ژاوه  وههیهه  ژاوه و  ئهبه  ناوێپله  .  كزاندنى  دارستانى  )  اركراوىیشن ێپ  دىۆتیم  ،ندانهوبهتۆم 
رهوهمكردنهكه هاههى    st  ((HDRF)پduction Forپnsionality Rپ Hybrid Dim  -  دیبریندى 
  (st (RF )پRandom For  -  كىمه دارستانى ره)گرووپى    رىنكهێلۆپ  نانىێكارهبه  ڵگهله  نراوهێكارهبه

 نیرزترو به  تێ ندر ێهكاردهبه  نیداتاش ۆب (Kappa)كاپا   ىوانهێتادا، پرهسه. له(Kappa)كاپا  ىوانهێو پ
ر  سهله  بژاردنڵ هه  دىۆتیم  كاندا،تههڵ سشكردنى خه ستى دابه بهمه . بهتێردرێبژدهڵهه  كهدارستانه  له  پله
درهبنه به ماى   ۆ ب  تێندرێهكاردهبه  (PCA  -  كانهییكرهسه  كهاتهێپ  كارىیش).  تێندرێهاردهكخت 
كه  كانتههڵ سخه  نانىێرهده ژاوه وه مكردنهو  ئاستى  كه  ژاوهى  رهوهمكردنهو  ههندهههى  ها  روهكان، 
ژوهمكردنهكه  ىهیماتهێبده ژ  كانردراوهێبژنهڵهه  رخانهێى  لهره  رخانه ێو  .  ێ نو  كىێرخانێژ  هاكان 
دووباره  رىنكهێلۆپ  دانىڕێف  به   تێستدهڵهه  اركراویشنێپ  دىۆتیم و  فوهبوونه ناكارا  دات. ده  ڕێكان 

 كاراترن له   اركراویشنێپ  دىۆتیرز و مندبهههره  ىیار یداتا و زان  25ر  سهله  نگاندنسهڵكانى ههنجامه ئه
نجامى  ئه  له  ننێست د دهبه  ر گهینجامى كارو ئه  ( كىمههدارستانى ر)گرووپى    نكردنىێلۆپ  كانىدهۆتیم

 .25 ىۆك له 21

 __________________________________________________________ 

  :الملخص

المصنفات  تعمل  الأبعاد،  ولتقليل  الرئيسية.  التحديات  أحد  الأبعاد  عالية  البيانات  يعد تصنيف  الآلي،  التعلم  في 

فقدان المعلومات أثناء تقليل التقليدية على تعزيز تنوع المصنفات. إن للطريقة التقليدية بعض القيود، حيث يحدث  

الأبعاد. ولذلك، فإنه يقلل من مستوى الدقة. إختيار العينة عرضة للسمات المتكررة والضوضاء. ومن أجل التغلب 

الهجينة   الأبعاد  تقليل  )غابة  المقترحة  الطريقة  استخدام  تم  القيود،  هذه   Hybrid Dimensionality-على 

Reduction Forest   ((HDRFمع مص )  نف مجموعة الغابة العشوائية-  Random Forest  (RF  ))

البداية، يتم استخدام مقياس )Kappaومقياس كابا ) الدرجة الأعلى من  Kappa(. في  للتقليم، ويتم اختيار   )
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الغابة. ولتقسيم الميزات، يتم استخدام طريقة الاختيار القائمة على الأشجار. ويستخدم تحليل المكونات الرئيسية 

(PCA)   لاستخراج الميزات، وتقليل الضوضاء وتقليل الأبعاد، كما أنه يقلل من الهياكل غير المنتقاة والهياكل

المطلقة في هيكل جديد. إن الطريقة المقترحة تحذف المصنفات غير الصالحة وتحذف التكرار. نتائج التقييم على  

يف مجموعة الغابة العشوائية وتوفر نتائج بيانات عالية الأبعاد والطريقة المقترحة تتفوق على طرق تصن  25

 . 25من  21معززة تم الحصول عليها في 

 


